
Solder Secrets

Soldering is a skill that will be easier than you ever 
thought possible when you follow these tips and 

lessons from Sally Jean Alexander.

Whether you are working 
on a flat-surfaced project or 
something three dimensional, 
finishing and edging your 
work with solder is easy. Pretty 
Little Things author Sally Jean 
Alexander takes the mystery 
out of soldering with three 
great mini lessons and a 
handful of tips that will have 
you packing heat in no time. 

To learn more about or purchase 
Pretty Little Things by Sally Jean 
Alexander, click here.

www.CreateMixedMedia.com

Pretty Little Things is published by North Light Books, 
an imprint of F+W Media, Inc.
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Sublime Solder Secrets
Soldering your pretty little pieces is the final step and the one that really shines! There are many brands 
and types of solder available, but nothing less than true silver satisfies this fussy girl. Practice your  
soldering style on the following three quickie-projects and by the time I teach you to clean and polish 
your work, you’ll be ready to jump into any project in the book. Just don’t forget your suitcase!

Unpacking Your Soldering Suitcase
Many pretty little things will require basic soldering supplies. While you may not need every item for every project, 
by stocking your suitcase well, you’ll never be caught unprepared. Follow the setup I’ve shown you here, and success is 
sure to be yours each and every time!

glass-cutting supplies

 safety glasses

 straight edge and cutting mat

 permanent marker

  handheld cutter  
(one with a pivoting head is nice)

 breaker/grozer pliers

 running pliers or nips

  grinder (preferred) or  
handheld glass file 

ring saw for glass (optional)

copper tape

  ¼", 3⁄8", ½" (6mm, 10mm, 13mm)  
(for most projects, I prefer black-backed)

slug barrier tape (hardware stores)  
or adhesive-backed sheet  
(stained-glass stores or online suppliers)

bone folder

flux (the gel type is great because it doesn’t drip)

flux brush

solder (you can use what you like, but I will 
not use anything other than Silvergleem by 
Canfield—it really shines!)

soldering iron (you will need one hot enough  
to melt the type of solder you decide to use— 
one with a thermostat is best)

iron stand (with a place for a wet sponge)

third hand jewelry tool (Who doesn’t need this?)

metal blocks (for stablity as you solder)

flux and patina remover/cleaner

metal polish cream, toothbrush and  
cloth for buffing

(From Pretty Little Things by Sally Jean Alexander, 2006; Courtesy of www.CreateMixedMedia.com)
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SolderIng a SIngle SurFace
When you have a large surface to cover with solder, such as the back of this single bubble,  
cutting pieces of copper barrier tape is an easy way to give your soldering a seamless look.

1
Print artwork onto matte paper in a water-resistant ink, 
or use original images, such as from a book. coat the 
back of a glass nugget with diamond glaze, and then 
press it onto the paper. after the glaze has dried, use  
scissors to trim the excess paper around the nugget.

2
Wrap the nugget with tape (begin at the edge near the back 
of the nugget.)  roll the tape around the nugget.

3

Fold the excess tape over to the back and burnish.

(From Pretty Little Things by Sally Jean Alexander, 2006; Courtesy of www.CreateMixedMedia.com)
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4 
Trace the nugget onto a piece of copper slug barrier 
tape and then cut the circle out, slightly smaller than 
the shape.

5.

Peel the backing off of the tape and adhere the circle 
to the back of the nugget. The bubble is not quite 
ready to solder.

6 
Brush flux over all the copper. While the bubble 
is lying on the work surface, cover the entire back 
of it with solder, picking up only a little bit of 
solder at a time. Then, solder the sides.

{1} Flux is your friend. If the solder isn’t flowing 
nicely for you, just add a touch of flux to the solder, 
to the tip, or to the piece.
{2} Don’t overwork your pieces. Sometimes the fix  
is worse than the original problem. Move along.{3} Let the soldering iron tip work for you. Before 

moving the solder along, let the tip melt it first.  
The tip makes the magic happen.{4} Practice, practice, practice. Each time you solder, 

it will be better than the last. Save your first pieces, 
then down the road, have yourself a little “trunk 
show” showing “before” and “after.”{5} Congratulate yourself. Give yourself credit. Be 

proud that you’ve picked up a hot tool and took it 
upon yourself to make something beautiful.

Sally’s
Top F ive

Soldering Secrets

(From Pretty Little Things by Sally Jean Alexander, 2006; Courtesy of www.CreateMixedMedia.com)
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TaPIng and SolderIng around an aTTachMenT
copper tape is good at hiding things, like the transition from glass to a thumbtack.  
Burnish the tape on the tack as dutifully as you have learned to on the glass.

4 
Trace the nugget onto a piece of copper slug barrier 
tape and then cut the circle out, slightly smaller than 
the shape.

1
To make a bubble into a thumbtack, use caulk to adhere 
the nugget to the flat side of a thumbtack. let dry.  

2
Position the tape so that most of the overhang is on the back. 

3
Press the tape around onto the tack 
and burnish all the way around. 

4 5
cover all of the copper with flux, 
using a flux brush. 

Touch the tip of the hot iron to the 
solder coil to pick up some solder. 
apply the solder on the tip of the 
iron to the copper tape to transfer it. 
continue picking up small amounts 
of solder and covering the tape until 
it is completely covered.

Sally’s
Top F ive

Soldering Secrets
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TaPIng over a SeaM BeTWeen TWo PIeceS
Sometimes you will want to glue two pieces of glass back-to-back. In the case of these bubbles, 
that leaves a crevice. copper tape will hide this gap and make the transition seamless.

Prepare two nuggets that are the same size, with their im-
ages. on the back of each nugget, mark the top with a dot 
using a permanent marker.

1 2
apply a dollop of clear caulk to the back of one nugget.

3
Press the backs of the two nuggets together, 
matching up their dots at the top.

4
Trim a length of black-backed copper tape to go 
around the perimeter of the nugget sandwich. 
Peel off the first portion of the backing paper and 
center the bubble over the width of the tape.

5
Wrap the tape around the sandwich.

(From Pretty Little Things by Sally Jean Alexander, 2006; Courtesy of www.CreateMixedMedia.com)
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MakIng your Work SParkle
When you’re done soldering, you will want to clean and polish your pieces. If you 
decide to use silver solder, your pieces will tarnish over time, but you can always 
shine them up, just like when your mother asked you to polish the holiday silverware.

The piece can then be polished with metal polish cream, 
using a toothbrush or a cloth. Squeeze some polish onto 
the cloth, then rub it onto the solder. next, use a clean 
part of the cloth to buff it off. lovely!

6 7 8
To attach a jump ring at the seam area, 
when you have completed the soldering, 
grip the ring in needle-nose pliers. hold 
it so that the open end is exposed and 
brush some flux on it. Pick up a bit of 
solder on the tip of the iron and, while 
holding the jump ring to the seam on the 
bubble, apply the solder to the ring and 
bubble. hold it while the solder sets. 
after it has cooled, put a bit more solder 
on top of the ring.

Burnish the tape onto the glass on 
both edges of the tape. 

apply flux to the tape around the 
“double bubble.” Begin soldering at 
the seam area, propping the nuggets  
up between the nose of a pliers. after 
the section has set, rotate the bubble  
to continue soldering.

Apply flux cleaner.

use a soft cloth and some flux and patina remover to gently 
clean the flux off the finished piece. This is better than using 
water, which can seep under the tape and solder, and poten-
tially ruin your artwork.

Adding shine.
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